
WOMEN OF ROTTERDAM
‘From the women of then, for the women of now’

Rotterdam, January 2017 – The rebuilding of Rotterdam after World War Two is often presented as a 
heroic era of plans, men, buildings and builders. But where are the women of Rotterdam in this story of 
the city? In the exhibition ‘Women of Rotterdam’, Museum Rotterdam turns the spotlight on the women 
of the reconstruction era. Women with ambitions and dreams. Each made their own personal contribution 
to rebuilding the city, and to the Rotterdam of today.

Background
What role did women play in the rebuilding of Rotterdam? A frequently asked question during the cultural 
festival Rotterdam Celebrates the City, a year-long event that highlighted the city’s reconstruction. Few traces 
remain of the girls and women of the era. Their stories remain untold and unknown. And yet this was a time 
when women’s position in society radically transformed. Over the last few months, in partnership with Zonta 
Club Rotterdam (that promotes the position of women), Museum Rotterdam developed the exhibition Women 
of Rotterdam, which opens its doors to the public on 18 February. An ode to the women of then, for the 
women of now.

“This exhibition could change the way people think,  
also that of the younger generation.”

Neelie Kroes

Exhibition
Women of Rotterdam tells the story of women from all walks of life, from businesswomen to housewives, from 
stewardesses to politicians. The women not only tell their stories, but appear as role models on a catwalk, 
dressed in the fashions of their day. Together with photos and objects, the presentation paints an authentic 
portrait of ‘ordinary’ women. The exhibition also features famous women such as writer Anna Blaman, urban 
planner Lotte Stam-Beese, councilor Nancy Zeelenberg and Commissioner and advisor of (inter)national 
companies Neelie Kroes. Women of Rotterdam offers a compelling insight into a dynamic period when 
everything changed.

From then to now
The exhibition closes with 7 filmed portraits of women who are making their mark on our Rotterdam of now, 
including bag designer Susan Bijl, Aruna Vermeulen of the HipHopHuis and writer Elfie Tromp. Each epitomizes 
the powerful, enterprising and Rotterdam woman of today. A true inspiration!

PRESS RELEASE

Note for editors
For information and enquiries for visual material, please contact: Nina Aelbers | PR Museum Rotterdam | n.aelbers@museumrotterdam.nl



ABOUT MUSEUM ROTTERDAM

Museum Rotterdam is a vibrant city museum. The story of the city and its people – from its origins as a 
settlement on the River Rotte to the transnational city of today – is told through historic cultural objects 
from our collection, and new items of cultural heritage. This fascinating combination inspires bold  
exhibitions and has impact, in the museum and in the city.

Museum Rotterdam relocated to the Timmerhuis in February 2016. Here, in this architectural icon (designed 
by Rem Koolhaas), past and present come together in a location steeped in history. What better place for 
Museum Rotterdam to tell the story of our city – an old soul with a young heart. Museum Rotterdam’s 
second site (at the Coolhaven), dedicated to the war years of 1940-45, is another must-see. A specially 
designed exhibit on World War Two and the bombing, which is inextricably linked with Rotterdam, offers 
visitors a unique, immersive experience.

Museum Rotterdam, the most Rotterdam museum in the world.

THE EXHIBITION ‘WOMEN OF ROTTERDAM’ IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
FROM 18 FEBRUARY TILL 1 OCTOBER ‘17.
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